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Collider bias

A collider can be thought of as being the opposite of a confounder. In its simplest

form, a collider is a variable that is caused by both exposure and outcome (dis-

ease), as illustrated in Figure 15.10. Even if there is no causal effect between expo-

sure A and outcome Y in the general population, these variables can be associated

in at least one stratum of a collider.

Figure 15.10 A causal DAG for exposure A and outcome Y with a collider C, illustrating
the collider structure in its simplest form.

In a study, analyses are restricted to a study sample. This can be represented in a

DAG by introducing a variable for selection status, S, taking the value 0 for indi-

viduals not selected to participate in the study and the value 1 for those selected.

Only one stratum of S is included in the study ( ), implying that we condition

on S. If selection into a study is influenced by both exposure and disease status, S

is a collider (Figure 15.11), and the estimated effect of A on Y in the analysis may

differ from the estimate we would have obtained if the whole population (both

 and ) were analyzed (Hernan et al., 2004). This type of collider bias is

called selection bias.

Figure 15.11 A causal DAG for exposure A and outcome Y, conditioned on a collider S,
illustrating the selection of participants into a study.

Note that the use of the terms collider bias and selection bias can be somewhat

inconsistent. Some use the term selection bias for all biases created by condition-

ing, while in econometrics selection bias is frequently used to refer to any form of

confounding (Glymour and Greenland, 2008).

As for confounding, the simple collider structure in Figure 15.10 can also be

extended; a collider does not need to be a direct effect of exposure and outcome.

In Figure 15.12 there is no direct effect of Y on C, now that the variable V is intro-

duced, connecting Y and C. C is still a collider, easily recognized in the DAG since

it has more than one arrowhead pointing to it.
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